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Next time you’re asked to introduce yourself, or give a presentation  
at work, be fully prepared to speak confidently and inspire people to  
lean in and learn more from you.

Diana Thomson 
is a highly regarded 
speaker on the topic 
of empowering 
women to speak up 
and be heard.
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The Naked Speaker
The public speaking recipe book
Diana Thomson

When we speak to more than one person at a time, it’s calling on skills we 
are not necessarily born with, but arguably anyone can learn. Whether it’s 
presenting yourself for a job opportunity, outlining big ideas to colleagues, 
training staff, or going bigger and stepping onto a stage; your brother’s 
wedding or an audience of thousands. Everything you need to know about 
preparing and delivering an outstanding speech is included in this one book.

Diana Thomson guides you through every step in a relatable context, with 
clear explanations and descriptions about how you can prepare, build on an 
idea, practice, then deliver a presentation that hits its mark. Every time.

You will also find details about mental preparation, calming nerves and 
all the items you need in your ‘toolbox’ to ensure smooth running on the 
day. Easy-to-follow diagrams and examples using the simple analogy of 
preparing a meal for any size group makes this book a valuable resource for 
communication in business and in everyday life.

Simple speaking preparation, tips and advice for any size group, in any situation . The key benefits you will get from this book 
include details on how to manage structure, flow of your presentation, rehearsals, storytelling essentials and body language.

• Writing and Learning a Speech
• Reducing Speaking Nerves
• Developing a Great Voice
• Engaging Your Audience
• The Prepared Speaker’s Toolbox
• Business Presentations

• Technical Presentations
• Job Interviews – Workplace 

Presenting
• Speaking in Meetings
• Creating a Workshop
• Master of Ceremonies

• Farewell and Wedding Speeches
• Introducing Other People
• Conference and Keynotes
• Networking and Introducing 

Yourself
• Accepting an Award

‘The Naked Speaker’, is a must-have book if you intend to speak in public. 
It is full of easy-to-use tips and techniques that will greatly improve your 
confidence, your delivery and your ability to have your message resonate 
with your audience.’ 

David Nottage, 1996 World Champion of Public Speaking

‘You no longer have to imagine that your audience is naked! With 
the abundant recipes in this inspiring book, you can now cook your 
presentations to suit any taste and present with confidence.’

Manoj Vasudevan, 2017 World Champion of Public Speaking

Endorsed by TWO World Champions of Public Speaking


